MANIFESTO

I, Vivek Bansod (Roll No-150020013) if elected as a Maintenance Secretary, propose to do following:-

Initiatives:-

● Installation of Shed for the Computer Room connected through the Shed of Pool Room
● Development of Medicinal & Flowering plants along the entrance roads of the Hostel
● Initiating Worker of the Semester Award among PHO workers for enthusiastic work by them and title given by the response of the Hostel Students

Follow Ups:-

● Repairing of wall in front of room no:-101 (middle wing)
● Box Grills for pool room and computer room
● Repairing mirror of pool room and T.T room
● To cover all the mess windows with thin mosquito nets
● Removal of CFLs in toilets and installing tube lights so as to avoid delay in their replacement
● Replacing present dog gates with solid and heavy dog gates
● Provide curtain rods in rooms
● Providing new equipments and music system in gym
● Fencing of area behind the west wing & gym
● Repairing of glass plate in the washrooms of the wing and replacing with new one where there is a need
● Increasing the height of glass plates above wash basing for safety purpose

General Duties:-

● Will ensure proper cleaning of common rooms and washrooms
● Will ensure that carpenter and plumber visit regularly and complete their work of the day
● Ensure that washing machines & water coolers are working properly
● Conduct maintenance referendum to address the problem of hostel inmates
● Ensure proper maintenance of grounds by regular water sprinkling and grass cutting
● Ensure proper maintenance of common rooms

As A Hostel Council Member:-

● Will provide full support and contribution to hostel events like 9tanki, Valfi & PAF
● Will work in coordination with the council for the betterment of hostel

Credentials:-

● Maintenance Councilor Hostel 15 (2015-16)
● Awarded as Roll of Honor(Organizational) Hostel 15